
Welcome to Live Long & Prosper Chiropractic LLC 
We are pleased that you are considering us, in assisting with the natural healing process of Chiropractic. Chiropractic aides in the natural 

healing process. Pain is a warning sign that something is seriously wrong, change needs to occure. The condition that we treat is 

Subluxation. A subluxation occurs when the spine becomes misaligned causing it to function abnormally. This may pinch a nerve and 

causes pain. A SUBLUXATION is a condition or disease of the spine that interferes with the normal function of the body and its systems. 

This condition is serious and needs to be corrected immediately. Delaying correction or not following through with treatment can be 

determental to your health.  

 

We need you to participate in correcting your condition. 

1) We need you to keep your appointments as best you can. If an emergency comes up where you can not attend your next appointment, 

you must call us asap to reschedule so you can keep your care plan on schedule. You will have to make up any missed appointments 

because missed appointments make patients lose ground and not get as well as expected. As a courtesy, we will call you to remind you 

of your missed appointment. 

2) Attending the Chiropractic themed “Life Advancement Class” with your spouse, relative and/or friend is mandatory as part of your 

care plan. Besides, theya re very informative and imperative for your recovery. 

3) "Small acts, when multiplied by millions, change the world." This is your opportunity to help change the world of someone close to 

you who means a lot. Share your positive experiences of corrective care with those you come in contact with. Share Google reviews 

refer a friend, bring in a family member. Share your changes, to start changing this world for good. Chiropractic is a drug-free, natural 

approach to making someone’s life better. Be their hero! 

4) Keep your account up to date. Payments must be made at the time of service. Prepaying is recommended to keep your costs down. 

Any unpaid balance after 60 days is going to be charged an interest rate at the maximum rate of Washington State Law. Balances over 

90 days, unless specifically noted, will be placed in collections. Patients are responsible for any and all collection costs. A $20 service 

charge will apply for any returned checks. 

5) Dr Daniel Long and his staff always encourage any of your questions concerning these and any other Chiropractic issues. Please feel 

free to also communicate with us, things you think we could do better to serve you.   

INFORMED CONSENT, DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION,  

PAYMENT AND HEALTHCARE, EXPECTATIONS AGREEMENT 

1) Live Long & Prosper Chiropractic (L L APC )Privacy Notices has been provided to me, I have read, understand and agree to 

abide the guidelines. The Privacy Notice includes a complete description of the uses and/or disclosures of my protected health 

information (PHI) necessary for the practice to provide treatement to me and also necessary for the practice to obtain payment for 

that treatment and to carry out health care operations. The practice will provide me a copy of this consent at my request for my 

own records at home. 

2) L L APC reserves the right to change its privacy practices described in the practices that are descrived in its Privacy Notice, in 

accordance with applicable law. 

3) I understand to, and I agree to the following: 

A. Appointment reminders are a courtesy to be used only by L L APC and may consist of mailers, text messages, phone calls, 

emails and any other form of communication I provide. 

B. I have the right to request that L L APC restrict how my PHI is used and / or disclose to carry out treatment, payment and / or 

health care operations. However, L L APC is not required to agree to any restrictions that I have requested.  

C. This Consent is valid for seven years; I further understand that I have the right to revoke this Consent, in writing, at any time for 

all future transactions, with the understanding that any such revocation shall not apply to the extent that the practice has 

already taken action in reliance on this consent. 

D. If I revoke this consent at any time, L L APC has the right to refuse treatment. 

E. If I do not sign this consent evidencing my consent to the uses and disclosures described to me above and contained in the 

Privacy Notice, then L L APC will not treat me. 

F. My questions can not be answered if I do not ask.  

G. Honesty and clear communication are best for respecting others. I will be honest with my intentions and communicate when I 

want to end care, miss appointments and so on. Late cancellation or no show appointments will be subject to a fee of $30 will 

not be paid by insurance charges or attorney. This rate applies only to the patient. Cancellations must be made 24 hours before 

the consultation. 

 

OPEN DOOR / ROOM ADJUSTING POLICY 

It is the practice of this office to provide chiropractic care in an “open door” adjusting environment. Open door adjusting involves 

patients being seen in an adusting area by others in the office. Patients are within sight of one another and some ongoing routine details 

of care of discussed within earshot of other patients and staff. These are known as “incidental disclosures” of health information.  It is 

our view that the kinds of matters related in an “open door adjusting” environment are incidental matter. If I choose not to be adjusted 

with the door open, it is my responsibility to assure the door is closed to my satisfaction. 
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THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW MEDICAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU 

MAY BE USED AND DISCLOSED AND HOW YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO 

THAT INFORMATION. 

PLEASE REVIEW THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY. 
 This practice is committed to maintaining the privacy of your Protected Health Information (PHI), includes information about 

your health condition and the care and treatment you receive from the Practice. The creation of a record detailing the care and services you 

receive helps this office to provide you with quality health care. This Notice details how your PHI may be used and disclosed to third 

parties. This Notice also details your rights regarding your PHI.  

 

Consent 

The practice may use and / or disclose your PHI provided that it first obtains a valid Consent signed by you. The Consent will allow the 

Practice to use and/or disclose your PHI for the purposes of: 

1) Treatment - In order to provide you with the health care you require, the practice will provide your PHI to those health care 

professionals, whether on the Practice’s staff or not, directly involved in your care so that they may understand your health  condition 

and needs. For example, a physician treatin you for kidney problems may need to know the results of your latest physical examination 

by this office. Cancelations need to be made at least 24 hrs before your scheduled appointment time. Late cancelations, or not showing 

up to your scheduled appointment will result in a $30 inconveinience charge. 

2) Payment- In order to get paid for services provided to you, the Practice will provide your PHI, directly or through a billing service, to 

appropriate third party payers, pursuant to their billing and payment requirements. For example, the Practice may need to tell your 

insurance plan about treatment you are going to receive so that it can determine whether or not it will cover the treatment expense. 

Inconvenience charges, charged to your account will not be paid by lawyers, employers or insurance companies. The responsibility of 

the payment for your account is your responsibility to clear up and ensure payment is made in full for services rendered.   

3) Health Care Operations- In order for the Practice to operate in accordance with applicable law and insurance requirements and in 

order for the Practice to to continue provide quality and efficient care, it may be necessary for the Practice to compile, use and / or 

disclose PHI. For example, the Practice may use your PHI in order to evaluate the performance of the Practice's personnel in providing 

care to you. 

 

NO CONSENT REQUIRED 

The practice may use and / or disclose your PHI without consent from you, in the following cases: 

1) De-identified Information: information that does not identify you and, even without your name, can not be used to identify you. 

2) Business Associate – to a business associate if the practice obtains satisfactory written assurance, in accordance with applicable law, 

that the business associate will appropriately safeguard your PHI. A business associate is an entity that assists the practice in 

undertaking some essential function, such as a billing company that assists the office in submitting claims for payment to insurance 

companies or other payers.   

3) Personal representative – to a person who, under applicable law, has the authority to represent you in making decisions related to 

your health care.  

4) Emergency situations – for the purpose of obtaining or rendering emergency treatment to you provided that the practice attempts to 

obbtain your consent as soon as possible: or to a public or private entity authorized by law or by its charter to assist in disaster relief 

efforts, for the purpose of coordinating your care with such entities in an emergency situation.   

5) Communication barriers - If, due to substantial communication barriers or inability to communicate, the practice has been unable to 

obtain your consent and the Practice determines, in the exercise of professional judgment, that your consent to receive treatment is 

clearly inferred from the circumstances. 

6) Public Health Activities - Such activities include, for example, information collected by a public health authority as authorized by 

law, to prevent or control disease. 

 

CONSENT NOT REQUIRED 

The practice may use and / or disclose your PHI without your written consent, in the following cases: 

1. no information identified: information that does not identify and even without his name can not be used to identify you. 

2. Business Partner - A business associate if the practice obtains a written guarantee satisfactory, in accordance with applicable law, 

that the business partnerproperly will protect your PHI. A business associate is an entity that helps carry out practice some essential 

function as a billing company that helps office to submit claims for payment to insurance companies or other payers. 

3. Personal representative - A person who, under applicable law, has the authority to represent it in making decisions about your medical 

care. 

4. Emergency situations - In order to obtain or provide emergency treatment, provided the attempt to practice to obtain your consent as 

soon as possible, or a public or private entity authorized by law or by its charter to assist in relief efforts if disaster, in order to coordinate 

your care with these entities in an emergency situation. 



5. Communication barriers - If, due to substantial communication barriers or inability to communicate, the practice has been unable to 

obtain consent and Practice determines, in the exercise of professional judgment, that his consent to treatment is clear from the 

circumstances. 

6. Public Health Activities - Such activities include, for example, information collected by a public health authority as authorized by law, 

to prevent or control disease. 

7. Abuse, Neglect or Domestic Violence- To a government authority, if the Practice is required by law to make such disclosure, it will do 

so if it is believes that the disclosure necessary to prevent serious harm. 

8. Health Oversight Activities - Such activities, which must be required by law, government agencies and may include, for example, 

criminal investigations, disciplinary actions, or general oversight activities relating to the community's health care system. 

 

YOUR RIGHTS  You are entitled to: 

1. Revoke any authorization and / or consent, in writing, at any time. To request a revocation, you must submit a written request to the 

Practice’s Privacy Officer. Please allow reasonable processing time for the change in our procedure to be completed. 

2. Request restrictions on certain use and / or disclosure of PHI as required by law. However, the practice is not required to accept the 

restrictions requested. To request restrictions, you must submit a written request to the practice’s privacy officer. In your written request, 

you must inform the practice of what information you want to limit, whether you want to limit the practice’s use or disclosure, or both, and 

to whom you want the limits to apply. If the practice agrees to your request, the practice will comply with your request (within 60 days) 

unless the information is needed in order to provide you with emergency treatment. 

3. Receive confidential communications or PHI by alternative means or at alternative locations. You must make your request in writing to 

the practice’s privacy officer. The practice will accommodate all reasonable requests.  

4. Inspect and copy your PHI as required by law. To inspect and copy your PHI, you must submit a written request to the clinic. The 

practice may charge a fee for the cost of copying, mailing or other supplies associated with your request. In certain situations are defined 

by law, the practice may deny your request, but you will have the right to have the denial reviewed as more fully set forth in the written 

denial notice. 

5. Amend your PHI as provided by law. To request an amendment, you must submit a written request to the practice. The practice has 60 

days to notify the acceptance or refusal to amend it. You must provide a reason that supports your request. The practice may deny your 

request if; it is not in writing, if you do not provide a reason to support your request, if the information to be amended was not created by 

the practice (unless the person or entity that created the information is no longer available), if the information is not part of your PHI 

maintained by practice, if the information is not part of the information you permitted to inspect and copy, and / or if the information is 

accurate and complete. If you disagree with the denial of Practice, you have the right to write a disagreement letter.  

6. Receive an accounting of disclosures of PHI as required by law. To request an accounting, you must submit a written request to the 

practice. The practice will act on the request for the disclosure of the account within 60 days. The request must state a time period which 

may not exceed six years and may not include dates prior to April 14, 2003. The request should indicate in what you want form the list 

(such as a paper copy or electronic version). The first list you request within a 12 month period will be free, but the practice may charge 

you for the cost of providing additional lists. Practice will notify you, the costs involved and you may choose to withdraw or modify your 

request before any costs are incurred. 

7. Receive a paper copy of this Notice of Privacy Practices at the request of the practice. 

8. Complaining to  the practice or to the Secretary of Health and Human Services if you believe your privacy rights have been violated. To 

file a complaint with the practice, you should contact the practice. All complaints must be in writing. 

9. To get your own copy or more information on, or have your questions about your rights answered, you can contact us at (253) 850-2225. 

 

PRACTICE REQUIREMENTS  The practice: 

1) It is required by federal law to maintain the privacy of PHI and to provide you with this Privacy Notice detailing the legal duties and 

privacy practices with respect to your PHI. 

2) It is required by state law to maintain a higher level of confidentiality with respect to certain parts of your medical information that is 

provided by federal law. In particular, the practice is required to comply with state laws following: 

a) It is required to comply with the terms of this Privacy Notice. 

b) Reserves the right to change the terms of this Privacy Notice and to give effect to the new provisions of the Privacy Notice to all 

PHI it maintains. 

c) Will distribute any revised Privacy notice before implementation. 

d) It will not retaliate against you for filing a complaint. 

 

This Notice is in effect from the 01/01/20. This notice, and any changes or modifications made to it expire seven years after the 

date the record was created. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  
  Date:            File number    

 

first name      last name         

date of birth      cell phone        

referred by      social security number       

email address               

home address               

marital status       age of children       

name of spouse       employer       

phone home/work      occupation       

Mark the body, where your 3 main issues are with an "X" and label with 1, 2, 3. 

 

What is the PRIMARY(1st or main) issue that brought you today?     

What is the most important reason to you, in fixing this primary issue?     

When did this primary issue start?              

Is the pain from your primary issue ... getting worse, better, unchanged? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the worst pain you've experienced, what is the pain level of this 

primary issue?   

What worsens the primary issue?      What makes the primary issue better? 

                

Describe the problem to your primary issue. (stabbing, aching, numb, dull, throbbing, surface or deep. Is it constant, occasionally, or situational. Is the area unable 

to move and locks up. Do temperatures bother you more?)           
If you are taking medication for this primary issue, what are you taking?        

What is the SECONDARY(2nd) issue that brought you today?         

What is the most important reason to you for fixing this 2nd issue?        

When did this 2nd issue start?           Is the pain from your secondary issue ... getting worse, better, unchanged? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the worst pain you've experienced, what is the pain level of this 2nd issue?    

What worsens the 2nd issue?      What makes the 2nd issue better? 

                

Describe the problem to your 2nd issue. (stabbing, aching, numb, dull, throbbing, surface or deep. Is it constant, occasionally, or situational. Is the area unable to 

move and locks up. Do temperatures bother you more?)            
If you are taking medication for this 2nd issue, what are you taking?         

What is the TERTIARY(3rd) issue that brought you today?          

What is the most important reason to you for fixing this 3rd issue?         

When did this 3rd issue start?           Is the pain from your 3rd issue ... getting worse, better, unchanged? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the worst pain you've experienced, what is the pain level of this 3rd issue?    

What worsens the 3rd issue?      What makes the 3rd issue better? 

                

Describe the problem to your 3rd issue. (stabbing, aching, numb, dull, throbbing, surface or deep. Is it constant, occasionally, or situational. Is the area unable to 

move and locks up. Do temperatures bother you more?)            
If you are taking medication for this 3rd issue, what are you taking?         
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BACKGROUND      Beyond feeling better, what is your motivation to be healthier? (Family, travel, future health goals ... ect) 

                

On a scale of 1-10 with 1 being not likely, how likely do you feel you will recover       

Are you here in relation to an accident, injury or worker’s compensation case?         

Do you have allergies or sensitivities? Please explain, if so.          

What do you expect from your care here? Place an "X" next to the one that applied. 

 I'm willing to do whatever it takes to fix the problem.   I am interested in getting out of the pain. 

I would like to maintain my health and prevent future problems. I'm looking for a 1-2 adjustment patch to get me through. 

I just want to see what my options are and what care looks like. 

Please provide other doctors who you have consulted for your concerns, related to your care here. 

                

Have you had any surgery related to why you're here? If yes, please explain. Please also add the location where you received surgery. 

Date of surgery.   How long was the recovery?      

What images were taken? (X-ray, MRI, CT)    Where did you go for surgery?      

Have you had any other prior surgeries?            

Have you recently taken any medicine? If yes, please provide the names.        

Provide the names of medications you have taken frequently in the past.         

Do you or anyone in your immediate family experience ... if so, provide more information plesae. 

abnormalities     disease     imbalance (mental or chemical) 

disorders      fractures    

hereditary problems    traumas     allergies (skin / organ) 

hospitalization     infection/injury     

Tell us about your social activities. Please circle which activities you participate in. 

drink alcohol  smoke  recreational drugs  caffeine  chew 

 

Please tell us how often you participate in these activities.          

Please tell us about your exercise and daily movement. What exercise do you participate in?     

                

How often do you participate in these activities?      How long you participate in these activities?   

Please tell us about your diet. 

How many meals do you eat?    Do you snacks during the day?      

How much water do you drink?   What kind of food eat more?      

HEALTH   CONCERNS Please circle all that apply to the last six months. 
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HEAD, NECK 

pain with movement back the pain turn right  earache  annoys the eyes jaw pain  eye pain  dizziness 

pain  movement forward pain on the turn left arthritis ringing in the ears      double vision stress  vertigo  allergies 

pain in the bend to the left light bothers the eyes blurry vision loss of taste muscle spasm fainting  autism 

pain in the bend to the right tonsil/adenoid problems headache/migraine    head pressure pop sounds depression anxiety 

balance/coordination loss of oral sensations ear infections/pain         insomnia hearing loss  ADD/ADHD colds 

focus/memory problems sensory processing  tinnitus/hearing sounds  sight loss  pinched nerve toothache  

ringing in the ears  speech problems       thyroid problems       grinding sounds   epilepsy/seizures  

       

        

        

 

TORSO   eczema     hernias      ulcers      bursitis        back pain arthritis      cold hand         loss of grip 

 can not lift arm above shoulder  can not raise the arm above the head dimpled or orange peel breast         pneumonia/bronchitis 

feeling of pins and needles joint pain in the shoulder pain across shoulders movement aggravation muscle spasms tension 

numbness/tingling in the arm numbness/tingling in fingers arms fall asleep  fingers fall asleep  shortness of breath     gas 

metabolism problems high blood pressure  irregular heart beat  elbow/wrist pain  tennis elbow cysts 

poor circulation reflux/heartburn nervous stomach low back pain can’t raise arms heart disease slipped disk chest pain 

food sensitivities diabetes  cancer kidney issues constipation chronic cough joints swollen pain in ribs nausea 

 

HIPS,LEGS,FEET feeling of pins and needles reproductive issues      prostate problems   pain in the buttocks  GI issues 

gallbladder problems  numbness in the foot numbness in the leg      knee/ankle/foot pain feet feel cold            swollen foot 

Hemorrhoids pain in the leg irregular cycles  diarrhea       knee pain Hip pain  swollen ankle          bladder issues 

        

      



INFANT   TODDLER 

Birthday of child?   Position during labor?  Supervisor of care? (Midwife, Douala, medical)    

What was this child's weight at birth?    What was the method of delivery?      

Have you noticed any developmental milestones in this child that are delayed? If so, please describe.    

                

Was there any invasive procedures during pregnancy? (Amnio, cvs, ect.)         

Was there any trauma during pregnancy/delivery?           

Describe the daily food intake of the child.            

Describe the sleep of the child.        Is it ongoing?    

What position does the child sleep?    Does the child use a pillow to support?      

How many hours of sleep is the child getting? Night      Day     

Tell us about the daily activities of this child.           

If there was intervention used during the birth of this child, please explain. (Caesarean, forceps, vacuum, etc.)     

 

GUARDIAN   APPROVAL 

This intake form is being filled out for the patient stated below, by a legal custodian or patient. Please fill out this information for consent 

to provide examinations, care, and review of information.  
Print name of custodian/guardian:    Name of patient:   Sign:  Date:   

 

WOMEN   ONLY   If you are completing this document for a child, please fill out this section during pregnancy and childbirth. 

You are pregnant?   Due date?    Have you been pregnant before?    

How many times have you been pregnant?   Who do you have monitoring your care?    

If an intervention was used during the birth of your first child, please explain. (Caesarean, forceps, vacuum, etc.)  

                

Was there a trauma situation during your pregnancy (of this child)?        

Was there any invasive procedure during pregnancy? (Amnio, cvs, ect)        

What exercise do you do?             

Describe your daily food intake.             

Please describe your sleep. Is it ongoing? What sleep position? Do you use pillows for support? How many hours of sleep you 

sleep?                

Please give us the name of any supplement or vitamin you are taking.       

                

What position you during childbirth?    Have any of your deliveries was induced?    

Have you had any ultrasound or other radiation during pregnancy?        

 

PREVIOUS   CHIROPRACTIC   CARE   

Have you ever had chiropractic care before?    What was your frequency seeing the other doctor? 

                

Where did you get care previously?             

Why did you stop care?              

How long ago did you stop care for yourself?           

We are a family clinic and we encourage all family members to "grow up healthy" and stay healthy so there is less to fix as an adult, has 

anyone in your family received chiropractic care before? If yes, please indicate the family member who did, and how long ago. 
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PROMOTIONAL   USES 

Periodically we like to publish testimonies, images and documentation of care for educational and promotional purposes. This could 

consist of the verbage, images of you possibly receiving care, video testimonials or documentation. Please sign below if we can use this 

information. With this information we will not use your full name. We will not disclose any private information such as a phone number, 

ssn, address. Any information we choose to use, we will ask your permission before doing so and this could involve asking verbally.  
Can we use your experience chiropractic for promotional use for other patients? Please sign:   

 

ACCIDENT   INFORMATION 

Date of the accident   Did the airbag deployed?     Did you lose consciousness?    

Did your head hit the headrest or any other part of the car?   Were you wearing a seat belt?    

Where were you looking when at the time of impact?           

What part of the body made contact with the inside of the car?          

What part of your vehicle was impacted?             

Estimated speed of your vehicle?   Estimated speed of other vehicles?   Was your vehicle towed?   

Describe the damage to the other vehicle.            

If there were paramedics on the scene, please say for whom.          

Police at the scene?   Can you provide a police report?     

What care have you received since the accident?.          

                

If you were involved in the accident, please describe your participation. (Driver, passenger, rear seat, car seat)     

Describe any treatment you received in connection with the accident.         

What make/model was your type of vehicle?            

Describe the damage to your vehicle.            

Indicate the type and size of the other vehicles were involved.          

 

 

WHAT   ELSE   WOULD   YOU   LIKE   TO   LEARN? 

stretches/exercises to maximize care   supplemental pain management nuturional food sensitivities 

supplementation    allergies   community health talks  TMJ  parent support group 

body cleansing (food/gut)      home health care  essential oils       massage  

pediatric care   pregnancy care  corrective care   MORE INFORMATION 

         

 
REMARKS 

Any other friends or family you would like to receive a FREE consultation with our clinic?    

Any extra remarks you would like the doctor to know?         
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FINANCIAL    INFORMATION                           I would like to pay with ...  (circle all that apply) 

credit/debit card Cash  Check  HSA  lawyer  third party insurance 

 medicare for reimbursement  insurance reimbursement 

name of insurance    insurance type   policy number      

group number       member services #    claim #     

case manager’s name     case manager’s #   case manager’s fax    

policy holder name    policy holder’s address         

policy holder’s DOB   policy holder’s employer         

complete address of the policyholder            

patient’s name         patient’s DOB      

As a clinic, we value respect, honesty & clear communication, we are 

honest with you in all aspects and expect the same in return.  

We also have the right to terminate your care in our clinic, if our clinic or 

anyone in it, is treated inappropriately. Due to changes in health insurance 

fees, patient self billing has become a much more cost effective way for 

you, the patient, to get reimbursement for your care. Self billing allows us 

to keep our fees low so you can get the care you need without any added cost. Therefore, our policy is that all payment is due at the time of 

service and bills will no longer be sent to your insurance provider by us. Statements will be provided for individuals to submit their own 

bills ensuring that as your insurance provider pays for your care, they will send the reimbursement check directly to you. 

I authorize Live Long & Prosper Chiropractic LLC (LLAPC) to render necessary services to me and understand that I am 

responsible for all charges incurred. Sign    Date    

 

CONSENT   &   RIGHTS Your consent is required in only a few matters. 

1. In order to provide you with the health care you require, LLAPC will provide your PHI to those health care professionals, whether on the practice’s 

staff or not, directly involved in your care so that they may understand your health condition and needs. For example, a physician treating you for 

kidney problems may need to know the results of your latest physical exam by this office.  

2. In order to receive payment for services that are provided, the practice will provide PHI, directly or through a billing service, to appropriate third-party 

payers, pursuant to their billing and payment requirements. For example, the practice may need to tell your insurance plan about treatment you are 

going to receive so that it can determine whether or not it will cover the treatement expense.  

3. In order for the practice to operate in accordance with applicable law and insurance requirements and in order for the practice to continue to provide 

quality and efficient care, it may be necessary for the practice to compile, use and/or disclose your PHI. For example, the practice may use your PHI 

in order to evaluate the performance of the practices personnel in providing care to you. All other information does not require patient consent. We 

do not sell or use your information for any purpose other than the needs of the patient or the practice. You have rights! You may... 

֎Revoke any authorization or consent, in writing, at any time. This must be done by written request. ֎Request restrictions on certain use or disclosure of 

PHI, unless otherwise stated in our contract. ֎Request a copy or review your treatment notes at any time for a reasonable fee, within seven years from the 

date of service. ֎Change your PHI at any time or request accounting of disclosures of your PHI. 

 

PRIVACY   Dear Patient: In LLAPC we value your privacy and protection. We respect you and your desire to disclose information, images 

and any other information you provide us. We will ask your permission to use any of your images, testimonials or information legally needing to be given 

permission before doing so. If you want a record of your notes, you can request a copy of your records at any time. We use Patient Health Information 

(PHI) for purposes related to care. This consists of appointment reminders, mailers or notices, email communications and phone calls. This information is 

also for review with others related to the case such as a insurance provider, lawyer or other permitted location or person(s). Your SSN will only be used in 

the purpose of insurance verification, or if your account is sent to collections. For the full text of consent and your disclosure of privacy please get to the 

end of this questionnaire and comment on getting more information. A fopy will be included in your new patient packet as well.  ** For more 

information on the full text, please ask for a copy of our practice’s policies. I have received, read and understand the privacy 

policy, compliance notice, my rights, my statements of consent and financial expectations. I agree and would like to continue my 

care. Sign:    Name of patient:     Date:    

 

Final   statement     I read the entire document intake and understand the questions. I filled it to the best of my knowledge. I 

have been honest with my bills. I agree to proceed carefully and start finding solutions. I agree that I will contact the clinic when it 

comes to my scheduled appointments. Missed appointments & late cancelation policy. Cancelations need to be made 24 hrs before 

your appointment. Missed appointments will be charged $30 for each missed appointment and will not be covered by insurance or 

lawyer fees. The responsibility of this charge is yours. We can’t help you if you don’t come to your scheduled visits. 

Communication is mandatory for all appointment related changes. 253-850-2225 call/text any time.   

Name of patient     Patient's signature   Date    
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In office use only:                      Reference #                           

Call Date:  Caller   Process        .  

Deductible            Met/                (Individual)         Met/         (Family)  

Out of Pocket            Met/            (Individual)         Met/ (Family) 

Co-Pay/ Co-Ins $   %  

Visits Allowed Met/ % of Coverage for N-N After Ded Y  /  N 

EIN: 82-5424385   NPI:1-700320900   (GP) NPI:1-174013908    PTAN:G8985837  



 Live Long & Prosper Chiropractic LLC 

 253-850-2225  www.llapchiro.com 

 

Name     Age: _________________Occupation: _____________________ 

City: ____________________ State: _________ Zip: _____________________ 

 
Have you ever received chiropractic care before?  YES  NO 

 

Have you ever received a massage before?   YES  NO 
 

Check any of the following options you have experienced in the last six months:  

 

Please indicate any medications you take 

           

 

Please indicate precisely the area of their symptoms using an X in the 

figures on the right. 

 

What area is bothering you most? ___________________________________ 

 

How would you rate your pain in that area? (1-10 with 10 being the worst)    

 
 

 

 

_________________________ _________________         

Client's signature   Date    signature MT   Date 

 

Massage Therapy financial agreement (please initial each item) 

_____ There is a $80 missed appointment fee 1 hour and $ 40 per half hour for less than 24 hours cancellation 

notice on massage therapy. 

_____ I understand that Live Long and Prosper Chiropractic can not bill insurance or perform the 

massage  for worker’s compensation or personal injury claims if I do not show up for at least half of the massage 

and I will be responsible for the missed appointment fee.  

_____ I understand that Live Long and Prosper Chiropractic does its best to provide courtesy calls and/or 

automated notifications for massage appointments, but ultimately it is my responsibility to remember my 

appointments. If I do not receive a reminder, I know I am still responsible for the missed appointment.  

_____ I understand that missed appointment fee can not be billed to insurance companies and it is my financial 

responsibility. 

_____ I understand that I am ultimately responsible for payment to the office for services rendered having an open 

work compensation or personal injury claim is not a guarantee of payment.  
 

Patient's signature: _____________________________________  Date: _____________________ 
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      low back pain  ___tension in the neck / shoulder __digestive problems       tension / migraine       neck pain 

___nervousness  ___difficulty to sleep      tiredness / fatigue ___pain between shoulder blades  

___allergies  ___digestive problems      lightheadedness       weight problems 

___numbness / tingling in legs or feet   __numbness / tingling in the arms or hands   


